The news has become
easier, and easier to find
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We don't need to go longer than 20 years back to see that the way that adults and teenagers all
around the world gets their news has changed a lot. It has gotten from turning the radio on at a
specific time or reading the newspaper every day, to using their tv or cellphones whenever they have
time for it. Are the way that the news are getting readen going to develop any further in 20 years?

Before vs. now
If we asked the question “how do you mainly
get your news?” some years ago, it would be
certain that about 50% of asked people would
choose to read the newspaper and the other
50% would choose to hear the radio. One of
the analysis we made in the Nemesis project
tells us that the internet and social media has
taken over as news platforms.
The analysis of where students get their news
from shows that a total of 21% would choose
to get their news from the internet and as many
as 27% gets their news from different types of
social media for example instagram, snapchat,
youtube and so on. The analysis for adults
shows us that 30% of them get their mainly
news from the internett. And 22% would
watch TV to see the news.
Maybe in a couple years the TV will be
forgotten, and a lot more would stream the
news technology devices. The brand new
technology is not going to make it to
complicated for people to get their news.

Could we get more informations by getting
news from the internet instead of reading
the newspaper?
while you look through the newspaper and
then suddenly find an article that you're
interested in, you can read it. That's it, that's all
the information you'll can get.
Now we have the possibility to get more
informations of a certain topic by just typing
one word into google. with the help of the
internet we get tons of articles and not just
one.
Different companies on social media
platforms
In the social media there are now accounts that
the police, hospitals and health clinics have
made to give especially teenagers informations
and make the connection between adults and
teenagers closer.
for example in Norway where the police has
made an “tik tok” account to have a place in
the children's and teenagers days. Or that the

health clinic for youths has made an instagram
account to informate us about opening hours
or inform us about important things which has
something to do with health or important
things for our health.

Influencers affect us by telling their side of
news, often just “gossip”
Today in the world we`re not just getting news
from the real news companies. There are
coming more and more influencer how tells us
news, sometimes fake news. The community
on social media should not believe everything
they see and hear because everything isn't true.
There are influences who tells the important
news and gets audience all around the world.
One example of this is
Greta Thunberg who tells the world about the
important of the climate changes that are
happening. There are also a lot who are
spreading fake news. This can be news like
that some of celebrity has died or that he/she
has killed himself or that one is still alive. The
last part an influencer could tell us news is by
posting gossip.

We can't say for sure how the news are going
to look like and which platforms they are
going to read from. It will probably become a
lot more social media platforms, and it will be

made better and more technology devices.
Which way do you prefer to read your news in
the future?

